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ABSTRACT: With the rapid diffusion of air conditioning in ltaly, be

considered in order to reduce the impact of this application on the elec the

effect on a¡r temperature reduction due to an increase of green areas lian

towns has been examined. The savings on cooling load of a typical office module could decrease

by 8-1 1 
o/o with an increase of the vegetated area oi t Oolo. ln terms of carbon dioxide recuctions this

contribution is almost ten times higher than the amount stored through photosynthesis'

1. lr¡troduction

ln ltaly the use of air conditioning has in
growth rate of 2O%. By year 2000 the en
increase to 13 TWh (one fourth concentr
demand should rcach 27 TWh (50o/o conc
This trend will have also consequences on
the electric system, that in this decade cou

But the demand of power could increase
if the globalwarming scenarios elaborated
been calculated that in the italian residenti
temperature could imply a growth of the
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2. Microclimatic effect of vegetation ln urban area

We will analyze the possible contribution of an increase of the urban vegetated area in

r"Jr"ing the óooling l'oads of buildings, an option that has been extensively documented

in literature (Alessandro, 1987).

The role of trees on buildings cooling can be useful in three ways, shading, reduction of

wind speed, evapotranspiration. The first two aspects are important especially in presence

of low ievel houses, while the reduction of air temperature through evapotranspiration can

generate an "oasis effect" that can be percieved on a larger scale near green areas.

Experimental results have shown very strong cooling energy reduction-s for buildings
0% (Parker, 1981). Also the effect due to the
elts has been measured, with 3-7 oC lower
ssandro, 1987). Oke (1972) has made an

ing rates in Montreal and the results are likely

to be representative of a variety of mid latitude towns in summer. ln fig. 1 the reduction af

the air temperatures due to an increase of the vegetated area has been derived from a

simulation model. lt is important to underline the fact that the etfect is not linear and that

the greater reductions appear for the lirst 20-30 percent of the city area covered with trees.
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Fig. 1 Simulated elfect on cooling of varylng the area of a city covered by vegetated surfaces,
(Oke, 1972)

ln order to give quantitative data on the effect of an increase of green area in towns, in

this paper a very simplified model has been used, following an approach proposed in
Akbari (1987) that has permitted to evaluate the potential on cooling energy savings for
the U,S. building stock. Considering the plantation of 100 million trees and the etfect of an

increase of the urban albedo, 44 TWh/year could be saved avoiding the emission of 66
million tons of COz lyear (Akbari, 1988).
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3. Calculation of the air temperature reduction

The elements that need to be defined for the calculation of the air temperature reduction

due to an increase of vegetated area are two : h, the mixing height that defines the air

volume over the town of well mixed air (with the assumption that thermal turbulence is

sufficient to cause an adiabatic lapse rate) and Etp, the potential evapotranspiration of the

vegetation. Defined the volume of mixed air over the town and the air change rate due to

wiñd velocity it is then possible to calculate the temperature reduction due to the heat

absorbed by the evaporative cooling.
The mixing height is generally low by night and increases after sunrise reaching 500-2000

meters in thè afternoon. ln presence of wind the value of h is greatly reduced.

The relation that is used has been proposed by Leahey and Friend (1971) and allows to

estimate the contribution of artificial heat sources. The calculation of h derives from a
simplified solution of a steady-state energy equation of a column of stable rural air moving

to an urban area and can be expressed as follows:

h' = # fi, lru+o., - "<tï-tnu¡l 
dx

where:

= specific heat of air (kJ/kg "C)

= air dens¡ty (kg/mc)

= wind speed (m/sec)

= difference between urban and rural lapse rates (l(/m)

= artificial heat release rate (kWm2)

= sensible heat flow in the rural region (kwim2)

= Stefan-Boltzmann conslant (5.710-11 xw/m2 tC¡

= grourìd surface urban temperature (K)

= ground surface temperat re in the rural area (K)

= distance from the transition point (m)

= starting transition point of heat island (m)
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This relation has been used to calculate an average mixing height over the urban area

using simplified assumptions. The value of the artificial heat has been calculated in relation

to an estimate of the energy consumption of the towns analyzed, giving an hourly profile

with a peak in the atternoon, while the urban-rural temperature difference has been derived

form the population value and corrected in relation to wind velocity. For the parameters

not availâble, reference data reported by Akbari and Leahey have been used in order to

obtain an estimate of the average h values.
To evaluate the amount of evapotranspiration a relation based on empirical results of

water losses from different crops has been used (Jensen, 1963).

Erp = (O.O252T + 0.078) R (cm of water/day)

where:

.¡i''' l'4
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T
R

= ambient air temperature fC)
= solar and sky radiation (cm of evaporated water/day)

area we assume that the trees are well
through ground water flow and losses fro
towns where the losses from the water dist

4' Calculation of modified air temperature profiles for lt/lilan and Rome

in air temperature in July due to an increase
town area, The calculated values should be
s of the reduction achieveable, considering

5. Cooling savings in an office modute

tation on the reduction of cooling loads
made using the simulation modél SMp

,1984).

made for the base case (using the hourly
ew temperature and humidity values altereá



by the presence of an increase of the vegetated area equal to 10% of the town area' The

;å"'ré$bt"¡n"¿roi iné specific enclosüres analyzed are of 8% in Rome and of 11"/oin

Milan.
ln the calculations the cooling reduction due to the tree shading has conservatively not

ueen considered due to the uõud italian urban building typology' This contribution can

however be relevant for low rise buildings'

Rome

7 1013161922
hours
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6. Conclusions
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Fig. 2 Average hourly air temperatures for the month of July calcu.lated for the climates

of Rome and Mitan supþosing an incr"ase of the urban lree canopy density of 5o/" and 10o/"

of the built area

A e eflect of a 10% increass ade

by savings calculated in the P rom

the the cãoling demand in 2 this

application should be about 600 and 800 GWh in Mi 
! - - 

the

two towns could respectively be of 66 GWhand 64 GWh. By 2010 the savings could double

due to the increased diffusion of air conditioning.

ln terms of COz emissions, considering an average production of 0,69 kg COz Per kWh

generated, by 2000 the increase in greeñarea could avoid the emission of 40-50 thousand

i-ons/year in eacn town. This amount should be added to the COz absorbed by the trees

durinþ the growth, 10 tons/year per hectar as an average value in the italian context. This

direct accumulation should'lead, lor example, to 8000 tonsiyear stored in Milan conside-

ring the 10% proposed increase in the vegetated area.

It is interesting to note that in the long term (2010-2020) the indirect etfect in reducing

the COz emissións by saving the cooling energy demand will be nearly 10 times greater

than the effect in accumulatiñg carbon through photosynthesis.
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